1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The banking sector plays an important role in determining the performance of the financial sector and is a key factor, through intermediation in financial transactions, in shaping the functioning of economies. From the perspectives of investment and portfolio management, the banking sector is important to investors because of the close relationship among banks from the same country and across regions of the world, which could lead to contagion risk and to a reduction in diversification potential. Investors are often interested in knowing how banks interdepend (spillover) on one another and in the extent to which they affect and are affected by the performance of the financial sector. Hence, understanding the network structure of interdependence among banks and the financial sector is crucial to portfolio investors and risk managers, as this can help them design investment strategies that will reduce dependence risk and increase diversification. Investors are also often interested in identifying the banks that contribute the most (least) risk to their investment positions so that they are considered with caution in their investable portfolios, particularly during times of financial turmoil.

Our study, aware of the above issues and concerns of investors in relation to the banking sector, investigates the spillovers (the network structure of interdependence), risk profile and diversification potential of bank returns from developed and emerging America. Our motivation for modelling bank returns from developed and emerging America is that we are interested in establishing a comparison between banks from those regions of the world in terms of spillover and investment risks. In addition to that little or no research has been conducted about the spillover and portfolio risk characteristics of banks from those regions of the world.

We draw our empirical results by applying a directional spillover index, the tail-event driven network (TENET) and nonlinear portfolio optimization methods on bank returns. The research questions motivating our study are as follows: Are the spillovers among banks from developed America larger than those among banks from emerging America? What banks from developed and emerging America are the largest (smallest) spillover transmitters (receivers)? What banks most largely spillover onto and receive spillovers from the financial sector? What banks from developed and emerging America contribute the most (least) risk to total portfolio risk? Do banks from developed America offer greater diversification benefits than banks from emerging America?

Our main contribution to the relevant literature stems from the obtained empirical and original results which indicate that the spillovers and connectedness among banks from emerging America are noticeably smaller than those among banks from developed America. The largest emerging market spillover transmitters and receivers are the banks from Brazil, followed by the banks from Chile. The largest developed market spillover transmitter is JP Morgan Chase. The connectedness among banks from developed America is dominated by the banks from the USA, relative to those from Canada. The total connectedness of the emerging market banks is more intensified than that of the banks from developed America due to the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic. The portfolio optimization shows that in developed America, the largest banks from the USA are the largest risk contributors to total portfolio risk, whereas the banks from Canada contribute the least risk. In emerging America, the banks from Brazil contribute the most risk to total portfolio risk while the banks from Peru and one bank from Colombia contribute the least risk. The portfolio of banks from emerging America offers greater diversification potential and lower total portfolio allocation risk.

The implications of the results suggest that banks from developed and emerging America with large risk contributions to total portfolio risk should be taken with caution when designing investable portfolios and investment strategy. The low diversification potential exhibited by the portfolio of banks from developed America calls for investors interested in the banking sector to broaden their investment horizons in relation to which countries and economic sectors to invest in. Banks from emerging and developed America acting as the largest spillover transmitters could serve as performance benchmarks for banks that act as spillover receptors. Accordingly, our study appeals to portfolio investors and risk managers who are in search of diversification benefits and risk hedging advantages in the domain of the banking sector.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} reviews the relevant literature. [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} explains the analytics of the modelling frameworks implemented. [Section 4](#s0035){ref-type="sec"} presents a list of the banks selected, their ticker codes and the descriptive statistics of the bank returns. [Section 5](#s0040){ref-type="sec"} states and discusses the obtained empirical results. [Section 6](#s0060){ref-type="sec"} concludes the analysis.

2. Literature review {#s0010}
====================

The large-scale breakdown of large banks and financial institutions after the global financial crisis of 2008 had major economic and social costs. Maintaining and controlling financial stability is therefore one of the main responsibilities of financial market regulators and central banks throughout the world. There is some important academic and institutional debate on the optimal level of financial interconnectedness. In this context, two major arguments oppose each other from a theoretical point of view.

The first view highlights the domino effects of networks and states that highly interconnected banking and financial networks can serve as a shock amplifier. Many studies argue that interbank networks may fail to allocate liquidity efficiently due to frictions, such as asymmetric information on bank assets ([@b0270], [@b0280]), bank free-riding on other banks' liquidity and imperfect risk-sharing ([@b0160], [@b0125]), bank free-riding on the central bank's liquidity due to selecting an insufficient liquidity buffer ([@b0415]), and frictions brought about by market power ([@b0250], [@b0010]). Among others, [@b0205] argues that contagion may occur with positive probability in a banking system as a result of balance sheet connections across institutions. [@b0230]  examined how the liquidity shortages and solvency problems of banks interact and how each can cause the other. [@b0395]  analysed how the structure of the financial system affects systemic risk. [@b0165] proposed a model for capturing what appears to be a central feature of financial panic. [@b0300]  explored how the probability and potential impacts of contagion are influenced by aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks, changes in network structure, and asset market liquidity. [@b0135] modelled interbank contagion as an epidemic. [@b0490] proposed a model of an entangled financial system in which banks hedge their portfolio risk using over-the-counter (OTC) contracts. The author argues that inefficiency arises when banks shift risk through the network externalities created by OTC contracts. [@b0255] studied cascades of failures occurring in financial networks using a model with equity share cross-ownership. [@b0170] investigated how the capacity of an economic system to absorb shocks depends on the specific patterns of interconnections established among financial firms.

The second view focuses on insurance effects of networks and argues that bank networks can serve as shock-absorber systems. Some studies argue for the mutual monitoring and insurance effects of interbank networks. For example, [@b0030] studied how the banking system responds to contagion when banks are connected under different network structures. These authors showed that incomplete network structures are more prone to contagion than complete network structures and that more densely interconnected networks are more resilient because the proportion of losses in one bank\'s portfolio is divided among several creditors, reducing the impact of negative shocks from an individual bank on other banks within the network. [@b0285] argue that more interbank connections enhance the resilience of a system to the insolvency of a particular bank. [@b0050], [@b0055] investigates whether banks can commit ex ante to mutually insure each other when contagion risk is present in the financial system.

Empirical studies usually focus on the networks and interdependence of banks in European countries. For example, [@b0005], [@b0100], [@b0140], [@b0190], [@b0215], [@b0240], [@b0265], [@b0275], [@b0295], [@b0360], [@b0385], [@b0405], [@b0425], [@b0455], [@b0465], [@b0480] studied the financial networks of developed European countries. [@b0020], [@b0155], [@b0325], [@b0350] studied contagion in the financial network using data from the European interbank market. [@b0290], [@b0200], [@b0315], [@b0475], and [@b0120] analysed the bank networks of European Union (EU) and central and eastern European (CEE) countries.

Some studies have examined the bank networks of developed American countries. Among others, [@b0295] examined U.S. Fedwire data. [@b0130] proposed several econometric measures of connectedness based on a principal-components analysis and Granger-causality networks and applied them to the monthly equity returns of hedge funds, banks, broker/dealers, and insurance companies in the U.S. [@b0240] identified the time-varying connectedness of major U.S. financial institutions' stock returns and volatilities. [@b0175] analysed the interconnectedness of banks in U.S. loan syndication. [@b0355] introduced a systemic risk measure based on the default frequency of the banking sector and estimated loadings of the U.S. banking system. [@b0380] explored properties of the global banking network, including those of U.S. and Canadian banks. [@b0340] assessed systemic risk in the global banking system by studying seven Canadian banks. [@b0460] studied spillover risks in cross-border interbank networks including U.S. and Canadian banks.

Relatively few studies have examined bank networks of emerging American countries. [@b0195] presented a quantitative methodology for analysing the potential for contagion and systemic risk in a financial network and applied the methodology to a dataset from Brazil. [@b0225] modelled and analysed contagion in interbank networks using a dataset for the Brazilian financial system. [@b0220] simulated the effects of credit risk, changes in capital requirements and price shocks on the Brazilian banking system. [@b0435] investigated how the structure of financial networks can affect bank efficiency in the Brazilian financial network. [@b0440] analysed the roles of financial institutions within the Brazilian interbank market by using a network-based approach to assess how compliant networks serve as perfect core-periphery structures. [@b0430] simulated shocks to the real sector and evaluated how the financial system reacts to and amplifies these events using Brazilian loan-level data. [@b0375] examined topological properties of interbank exposure and payments system networks to measure and monitor systemic risk in the Mexican banking system. [@b0410] developed a multi-layer network approach to quantify systemic risk and applied it to a dataset from the Mexican financial system. [@b0115]  also analysed the multiplex (i.e., multi-layered) network comprising the large-value payment system, sovereign securities settlement system, and spot market foreign exchange settlement system of the Colombian financial system. [@b0365] modelled the allocation of central bank liquidity among participants of the Colombian interbank market.

All of the above studies focused on data from only one country and did not consider connections between banks from several American countries. In this regard, as far as we know, our study is the first to investigate the financial networks of banks from developed and emerging American countries, although economic activity among these countries is very closely linked in terms of trade and finance.

Banks and other financial institutions are closely linked through networks of different types of financial contracts and connections. Thus, most empirical studies aim to identify the interconnectedness of the financial system using a network approach. In these research studies, several kinds of connectivity and transmission channels have been identified as links or measures of interconnectedness in the interbank network.

Most researchers have analysed physical trading networks based on direct contractual agreements, such as those stemming from interbank transfers of assets and liabilities (i.e., interbank lending and borrowing) ([@b0015], [@b0025], [@b0055], [@b0085], [@b0120], [@b0155], [@b0190], [@b0215], [@b0265], [@b0295], [@b0325], [@b0425], [@b0435], [@b0440], [@b0430], [@b0445], [@b0455], [@b0465]), credit default swap (CDS) contracts ([@b0060], [@b0310], [@b0345], [@b0400]), and equity share cross-ownership ([@b0185], [@b0210], 2018; [@b0255], [@b0260]). However, bank networks are defined in our study based on economic connections identified from stock market price data (i.e., correlation networks of stock returns) as in [@b0130], [@b0240], [@b0155], [@b0180]. The latter view is generally accepted in the literature as strong correlations in the bank equity sector are the main source of systemic risk among financial institutions, and interconnectedness is driven by common features of the portfolio asset holdings of banks and mutual funds.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} On the sectoral level [@b0065] following [@b0105], [@b0390], and [@b0110], and by focusing on the return, volatility and trend spillover effects of global and local shocks, investigated the spillovers among Euro-wide sector indices and how integrated sector equity indices from the Euro area and USA are. With respect to spillovers among Euro-wide sectors they find that once the Euro was introduced global shock derived spillovers declined. In the same line they also find that the aggregate Euro index affects in different degrees the sectoral equity indices, most noticeably those from the financial services industry. In relation to integration among Euro and USA sector equity indices they find that when the trend is considered in the analysis of volatility spillovers some sector equity indices from both regions of the world have a similar response to global and local shocks, and that integration across equity sectors is not uniform. [@b0070] also using the spillover models proposed by [@b0105], [@b0390], and [@b0110] studied how global and local shocks impacted the sector equity returns from Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. Their findings indicate asynchronous and heterogeneous (in terms of magnitude) effects of regional and global shocks on GCC-wide sector equity returns. These shocks have a weaker impact on utility, telecom and basic material sectors, compared to other sectors, and there has been a reduction in the effect global shocks have on GCC sector returns. Lastly, they also find that national GCC equity market portfolios perform less better than portfolios diversified across GCC-wide sectors. [@b0075] by means of univariate AR-GARCH and trend spillover models analyse the impact of global and local shocks on the sector and national returns of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). They also analyse the resource allocation characteristics of ASEAN-wide sector and national portfolios using mean--variance portfolio optimization. Their findings indicate a sector dependent effect from market shocks, with local shocks being the primary drivers of most ASEAN-wide sector and national returns. Moreover, a decreasing impact on most ASEAN-wide sector returns from global and regional shocks is observed. Lastly, the efficient frontier of portfolios consisting of only ASEAN national returns is better than that corresponding to portfolios comprised by ASEAN-wide sector returns.

In this study, to examine the direction and strength of spillover effects among the network structure of banks we use the directional spillover index approach of [@b0235], [@b0240], [@b0245], which has been applied in several financial studies. For example, this approach has been used to investigate spillover effects among U.S. stock markets ([@b0090]); emerging and developed stock markets ([@b0485]); Latin American stock markets ([@b0305]); and developed, emerging, and frontier stock markets ([@b0095]). [@b0370] measured directional spillover effects in financial markets of the Euro area, including the money, stock, foreign exchange, and bond markets. [@b0080], [@b0335] examined the spillover effects of economic policy uncertainty in several countries.

Our study also uses the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) measure and a non-convex portfolio optimization method to investigate the risk contributions of a single bank to total portfolio risk. The CVaR initially proposed by [@b0420] has been widely used in financial risk modelling because it can alleviate the well-known limitations of the VaR measure, such as the lack of sub-additivity and convexity ([@b0040], [@b0045]). Although both the CVaR and VaR use threshold values to determine the loss function in the negative tail of the distribution, the CVaR is less optimistic because it models these values in the negative tail exceeding the VaR threshold. Thus, the VaR may underestimate portfolio risk. When the VaR denotes the loss that will not be exceeded at a certain confidence level for a certain time period, the CVaR aims to estimate the loss that could exceed the VaR at a certain confidence level and for the time horizon. The CVaR is known to be a more conservative measure of market risk exposure ([@b0450], [@b0470]).

3. Models {#s0015}
=========

3.1. Directional spillover index {#s0020}
--------------------------------

In analysing spillover effects across bank returns of developed and emerging America, we use the spillover index methodology of [@b0235], [@b0240], [@b0245], which fits a generalized VAR (GVAR) approach and incorporates the variance decomposition matrix. This spillover approach provides estimates of total, net and directional spillover effects among series of bank equity returns. The evolution of bank equity return series is assumed to follow a covariance stationary VAR$\left( p \right)$ of the following form;$$y_{t} = \sum_{k = 1}^{p}\psi_{k}y_{t - k} + \varepsilon_{t}$$

The variable $y_{t}$ is an $N \times 1$ vector of bank equity returns, and $\psi_{k}$ is an $N \times N$ matrix of autoregressive coefficients denoting the effect of past bank returns on the evolution of $y_{t}$, the predicted returns. The term $\varepsilon_{t}$ is an error term that accounts for the effect of variables not considered in the evolution of the process. This term is assumed to be serially uncorrelated. A moving average representation of Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} is $y_{t} = \sum_{l = 0}^{\infty}\Theta_{l}\varepsilon_{t - l}$ where $\Theta_{l} = \psi_{1}\Theta_{l - 1} + \psi_{2}\Theta_{l - 2} + \cdots + \psi_{p}\Theta_{l - p}$. In applying the GVAR, the effects of variable $j$ on the $H$-step-ahead generalized forecast error variance of variable $i$ can be expressed as follows;$$c_{\mathit{ij}}^{g}\left( H \right) = \frac{\sigma_{\mathit{jj}}^{- 1}\sum_{h = 0}^{H - 1}\left( {e_{i}^{\text{'}}\Theta_{h}\Sigma e_{j}} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{h = 0}^{H - 1}\left( {e_{i}^{\text{'}}\Theta_{h}\Sigma\Theta_{h}^{\text{'}}e_{i}} \right)}$$where the term $\Sigma$ is a non-orthogonalized covariance matrix of errors corresponding to the VAR system. The term $\sigma_{\mathit{jj}}$ is a vector of standard deviations of the error term for the $j^{\mathit{th}}$ equation, and $e_{i}$ is an $N \times 1$ vector taking a value of one as the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ element and a value of zero otherwise. The term $\Theta_{h}$ accounts for coefficients that scale the $h$-lagged error in the infinite moving-average representation of VAR.

Pairwise directional spillovers from $j^{\mathit{th}}$ bank returns to $i^{\mathit{th}}$ bank returns are estimated as follows;$$C_{i\leftarrow j}^{H} = C_{\mathit{ij}}^{g}\left( H \right)$$

All directional spillovers from all other banks to the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ bank are calculated as the sum of off-diagonal values from the resulting connectedness matrix as follows;$$C_{i\leftarrow \bullet}^{H} = \sum\limits_{\substack{j = 1 \\ j \neq i}}^{N}C_{\mathit{ij}}^{g}\left( H \right).$$

The total and off-diagonal sums of columns represent the total directional connectedness between all other banks and the $j^{\mathit{th}}$ bank as follows;$$C_{\bullet \leftarrow i}^{H} = \sum\limits_{\substack{i,j = 1 \\ j \neq i}}^{N}C_{\mathit{ij}}^{g}\left( H \right).$$

We can also define net total directional connectedness as follows;$$C_{i}^{H} = C_{\bullet \leftarrow i}^{H} - C_{i\leftarrow \bullet}^{H}$$

Finally, the total connectedness (system-wide connectedness) is the ratio of the sum of to-others (from-others) elements of the variance decomposition matrix to the sum of all elements;$$C^{H} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{\substack{i,j = 1 \\ j \neq i}}^{N}c_{\mathit{ij}}^{g}\left( H \right)$$

To develop the network topology of market connectedness, [@b0240], [@b0245] interpret the variance decomposition matrix as the adjacency matrix of a weighted directed network. The elements of the adjacency matrix include pairwise directional connectedness, $C_{i\leftarrow j}^{H}$; row sums of the adjacency matrix (node in-degrees) denote total directional connectedness "from," $C_{i\leftarrow \bullet}^{H}$; and column sums of the adjacency matrix (node out-degrees) denote total directional connectedness "to," $C_{\bullet \leftarrow i}^{H}$.

3.2. TENET model {#s0025}
----------------

The so-called tail-event driven network (TENET) was proposed by [@b0330]. The TENET is constructed by combining systemic interconnectedness among banks based on tail-event spillover effects and a single-index model (SIM) for quantile regressions in a high dimensional framework. The TENET can be estimated in three steps.

In the first step, we measure VaR for each bank by employing linear quantile regression. The VaR of a bank $i$ at quantile level $\tau \in \left( {0,1} \right)$ is defined as follow:$$P\left( {X_{i,t} \leq VaR_{i,t,\tau}} \right) \equiv \tau$$ $$X_{i,t} = \alpha_{i} + \gamma_{i}M_{t - 1} + \varepsilon_{i,t}$$ $${\hat{\mathit{VaR}}}_{i,t,\tau} = \hat{\alpha_{i}} + \hat{\gamma_{i}}M_{t - 1}$$where $X_{i,t}$ is the log returns of bank $i$ at time $t$ and $M_{t - 1}$ includes the macro state variables.

In the second step, TENET estimates the non-linear linkage between banks, and contains more banks into the research to measure the tail-driven risk interdependencies. Accordingly, we have:$$X_{j,t} = g\left( {\beta_{J{|R_{j})}}^{T}R_{j,t}} \right) + \varepsilon_{j,t}$$ $${\hat{\mathit{CoVaR}}}_{j{|{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j,t,\tau})}}^{\mathit{TENET}} \equiv \hat{g}\left( {{\hat{\beta}}_{j{|{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j})}}^{\intercal}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j,t}} \right)$$ $${\hat{D}}_{j{\overset{\sim}{R}}_{j}} \equiv \frac{\partial\hat{g}\left( {{\hat{\beta}}_{j{\overset{\sim}{R}}_{j}}^{T}R_{j,t}} \right)}{\partial R_{j,t}}|R_{j,t} = {\overset{\sim}{R}}_{j,t} = {\hat{g}}^{\prime}\left( {{\hat{\beta}}_{j{\overset{\sim}{R}}_{j}}^{T}{\overset{\sim}{R}}_{j,t}} \right){\hat{\beta}}_{j{\overset{\sim}{R}}_{j}}$$where $R_{j,t} \equiv \left\{ {X_{- j,t},M_{t - 1},B_{j,t - 1}} \right\}$ is the information set. Also, here $X_{- j,t} \equiv \left\{ {X_{1,t},X_{2,t},\cdots,X_{k,t}} \right\}$ is the set of $\left( k - 1 \right)$ independent variables such as the log returns of the banks apart from a bank $j$, $k$ is the number of banks. The term $B_{j,t - 1}$ accounts for the internal factors of bank $j$. The term $\beta_{{j|}R_{j}} \equiv \left\{ {\beta_{j| - j},\beta_{j|M},\beta_{{j|}B_{j}}} \right\}^{T}$ are the parameters.

The ${\hat{\mathit{CoVar}}}_{j{|{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j,t,\tau})}}^{\mathit{TENET}}$ stands for tail-event driven network risk using SIM model and is estimated by plugging in VaR of bank $i$ at level $\tau$ estimated in Eq. [(10)](#e0050){ref-type="disp-formula"} into the Eq. [(11)](#e0055){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The terms ${\hat{\beta}}_{{j|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j}} \equiv \left\{ {{\hat{\beta}}_{j| - j},{\hat{\beta}}_{j|M},{\hat{\beta}}_{{j|}B_{j}}} \right\}$ and ${\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j,t} \equiv \left\{ {{V\hat{a}R}_{- j,t,\tau},M_{t - 1},B_{j,t - 1}} \right\}$. $\hat{g}\left( \bullet \right)$ represent the non-linear linkage between them. The parameter ${\hat{D}}_{{j|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j}}$ is the gradient measuring the marginal effect of covariates evaluated, and the componentwise expression is ${\hat{D}}_{{j|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{R}}_{j}} \equiv \left\{ {{\hat{D}}_{j| - j},{\hat{D}}_{j|M},{\hat{D}}_{{j|}B_{j}}} \right\}^{T}$. We centralize spillover effects among banks, so our study only considers the partial derivatives of bank $j$ on the other banks (i.e. ${\hat{D}}_{j| - j}$) in our tail network analysis. We apply moving window estimation to estimate the parameters. Let ${\hat{D}}_{j|i}^{s}$ be one element in ${\hat{D}}_{j| - j}^{s}$ at the $s^{\mathit{th}}$ window, where $j$ stands for the bank as before, $i$ represents another bank that is one element in the other banks set $- j$. It means that ${\hat{D}}_{j|i}^{s}$ is the impact from bank $i$ to bank $j$ at estimation window $s$.

And, let $G\left( V,E \right)$ be the TENET, where $V = \left\{ {{1,2},\cdots,k} \right\}$ is a set of nodes (banks) and $E$ is the set of directed edges between them. The weighted adjacency matrix $A$ of the TENET at the $s^{\mathit{th}}$ window is to be $A_{s} = \left( \left| {\hat{D}}_{j|i}^{s} \right| \right)_{k \times k}$, where $\left| {\hat{D}}_{j|i}^{s} \right|$ is defined as the connectedness across banks.

In the third step, TENET explains how to measure systemic risk measures. The SIM quantile regression (without variable selection) is used again to regress a predefined system returns on bank $j$ with controlling all the risk contributors for bank $j$ selected in Step 2, then the systemic risk contribution can be measured as follows:$$X_{s,t} = g\left( {\beta_{s{|F_{j})}}^{\intercal}F_{j,t}} \right) + \varepsilon_{s,t}$$ $${\hat{\mathit{CoVaR}}}^{\mathit{SYSTEM}} \equiv {\hat{\mathit{CoVaR}}}_{s{|{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F}}_{j,t,\tau})}}^{\mathit{SIM}} = \hat{g}\left( {{\hat{\beta}}_{s{|\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F_{j}})}}^{\intercal}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F}}_{j,t}} \right)$$ $${\hat{D}}_{s{\overset{\sim}{F}}_{j}} \equiv \frac{\partial\hat{g}\left( {{\hat{\beta}}_{sF_{j}}^{\intercal}F_{j,t}} \right)}{\partial F_{j,t}}|F_{j,t} = {\overset{\sim}{F}}_{j,t} = {\hat{g}}^{\prime}\left( {{\hat{\beta}}_{s{\overset{\sim}{F}}_{j}}^{\intercal}{\overset{\sim}{F}}_{j,t}} \right){\hat{\beta}}_{s{\overset{\sim}{F}}_{j}}$$where $X_{s,t}$ is a weighted sum of the log returns of the banks' system. Also, $F_{j,t} \equiv \left\{ {X_{j,t},C_{j,t}} \right\}$ and $C_{j,t} \equiv \left\{ {X_{- j,t}^{\ast},M_{t - 1}^{\ast},B_{j,t - 1}^{\ast}} \right\}$, with the star symbol '\*' denoting that only those variables which are selected to be relevant for bank $j$ by the variable choice procedure are included, i.e. the log returns of selected bank except for bank $j$, the selected macro state variables and the selected bank characteristics$\beta_{{s|}F_{j}} \equiv \left\{ {\beta_{s|j},\beta_{{s|}C_{j}}} \right\}^{T}$. We also have that ${\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F}}_{j,t} \equiv \left\{ {{\hat{\mathit{VaR}}}_{j,t,\tau},{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{C}}_{j,t}} \right\}$ and ${\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{C}}_{j,t} \equiv \left\{ {{\hat{\mathit{VaR}}}_{- j,t,\tau}^{\ast},M_{t - 1}^{\ast},B_{j,t - 1}^{\ast}} \right\},$i.e. the measured VaRs of selected banks except for bank $j$, the selected macro state variables and selected bank characteristics are included in ${\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{C}}_{j,t}$. Moreover, ${\hat{B}}_{{s|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F}}_{j}} \equiv \left\{ {{\hat{\beta}}_{s|j},{\hat{\beta}}_{{s|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{C}}_{j}}} \right\}^{T}$, and ${\hat{D}}_{{s|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F}}_{j}} \equiv \left\{ {{\hat{D}}_{s|j},{\hat{D}}_{{s|}{\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{C}}_{j}}} \right\}^{T}$ is the partial derivatives of system CoVaR with respect to the variables in $F_{j,t}$ evaluated at level $F_{j,t} = {\overset{\mspace{600mu}}{F}}_{j,t}$. The term ${\hat{D}}_{s|j}$ is the partial derivative of system CoVaR with respect to bank $j$. In terms of identification of the system risk contributions, we focus here on ${\hat{D}}_{s|j}$.

3.3. Non-convex portfolio optimization {#s0030}
--------------------------------------

When implementing non-convex portfolio optimization, the underlying differential evolution method uses a floating-point encoding of the marginal distribution, along with arithmetic operators and alterations, to select and develop potentially feasible optimization solutions. Non-convex problems are generally more difficult to solve by regular optimization methods and generally involve making numerical approximations. In this regard, the differential evolution optimization method is an iterative process that systematically converges to an optimal solution through the application of transformations (or differential mutations) on vector parameters extracted from the marginal distributions or from the distribution of financial variables modelled in our study (see [@b0035] for further details). The method is employed for risk minimization purposes and can be expressed analytically as follows. Let$\mathit{NP}$ represent the number of vector parameters $x \in R^{d}$ of the population where $d$ accounts for dimensions. The first generation of parameters is obtained by estimating random values falling between predefined upper and lower boundaries. Each generation involves the creation of a new population from existing population members $\left\{ {x_{i};i = 1,\cdots,NP} \right\}$ where $i$ indicates the vectors that make up the population. The creation of new populations is carried out via differential mutations of the population members as follows. Suppose that $x_{i,g}$ stands for a certain population with$i$ vectors of parameters and$g$ generations. The first transform or mutated vector of parameter $\upsilon_{i,g}$ is produced by randomly selecting three population members $r_{0,g},r_{i,g},r_{2,g}$or:$$v_{i,g} = x_{r0,g} + F \cdot \left( {x_{r1,g} - x_{r2,g}} \right)$$where $F$ is a positive scale factor taking values greater than zero and less than one ([@b0035]). The conditional value-at-risk contribution percentage of each developed and emerging American bank is estimated as follows ([@b0145]):$$\frac{w_{i}\left\lbrack {- \mu_{i} + \frac{\left( {\sum w} \right)_{i}}{\sqrt{w^{\text{'}}\sum w}}\frac{\phi\left( z_{\alpha} \right)}{\alpha}} \right\rbrack}{{- w}^{\text{'}}\mu + \sqrt{w^{\text{'}}\sum w}\frac{\phi\left( z_{\alpha} \right)}{\alpha}}$$where $w = \left( w_{1},\cdots,w_{d} \right)^{\text{'}}$ is a transpose vector of weights and $\mu = \left( \mu_{1},\cdots,\mu_{d} \right)^{\text{'}}$ is a transpose mean vector. The covariance matrix is represented by sigma parameter $\Sigma$. The parameter $z_{\alpha}$ stands for the $\alpha$-quantile of the standard normal distribution. The parameter $\phi\left( \bullet \right)$ denotes a standard normal density function. In the optimization problem, we apply $\alpha$ = 5%.

The second form of portfolio optimization we use to examine total portfolio allocation risk and diversification potential uses the conditional Value-at-Risk as the risk measure. The CVaR measure introduced by [@b0420] as a way to compensate for the inadequacies of the VaR (e.g., it assumes a normal return distribution). The risk measure captures the return distribution in the negative tail by employing probabilities in the forecasting of a portfolio's losses. In this respect, the risk measure provides a probabilistic approximation of the loss that will exceed the VaR where the VaR estimate is a negative tail threshold risk value of the portfolio. The CVaR is considered to be more in tune with the loss function of the negative tails' return distribution because it is less optimistic than the VaR ([@b0450], [@b0470]). In this case, the optimization problem to be solved is as follows ([@b0320]):$$\min\limits_{w,d,v}\frac{1}{\mathit{na}}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}d_{i} + v$$

Subject to:$$\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}w_{j}r_{i,j} + v \geq - d_{i},\forall_{i} \in \left\{ {1,\cdots,n} \right\},$$ $$\sum_{j = 1}^{m}w_{j}\mu_{j} = \mu_{P,}$$ $$\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}w_{j} = 1,$$ $$w_{j} \geq 0{,\forall}_{j} \in \left\{ {1,\cdots,m} \right\},$$ $$d_{i} \geq 0,\forall_{j} \in \left\{ {1,\cdots,n} \right\},$$where $v$ represents the VaR at the$a$-coverage rate and $d_{i}$ accounts for deviation values below the VaR. The CVaR portfolio optimization we implement considers a 1-day time horizon and a 95% confidence level. This consideration means that with 95% probability, the loss of the portfolio will not exceed the 1-day VaR.

4. Data {#s0035}
=======

The data sample considered for the analysis of directional spillovers and portfolio optimization of banks from developed and emerging America consist of daily frequency price series spanning from January 11, 2011 to January 10, 2019, accounting for a total of 2013 observations. For the analysis of network connectedness and spillovers between banks using the TENET method we employ weekly frequency price series of banks spanning from April 2, 2010 to March 20, 2020. We opt for the usage of weekly data to apply the TENET method because the modelling is more adequate with that type of data according to previous studies ([@b0330]). Also, as part of the TENET modelling we consider variables such as the implied CBOE volatility index (VIX), the TED spread which is the difference between the 3-month treasury bill and the 3-month LIBOR based in US dollars, the T10Y3M which represents the 10-year treasury constant maturity minus 3-month treasury constant maturity, and the Western Texas Intermediate crude oil. These datasets also span from April 2, 2010 to March 20, 2020. The price series of listed banks from developed America include banks from the U. S. and Canada. The price series of listed banks from emerging America include banks from Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Colombia and Peru. Using the price series of bank equity, we estimate logarithmic returns on which we implement our modelling frameworks. One additional variable we consider in our analysis is the MSCI ACWI Financials Index in order to investigate the impact (spillovers) banks have on it and vice versa. This global financial index captures large and midcap representations across 23 developed markets and 24 emerging markets, including the largest banks and financial institutions from the U. S. and Canada and from all of the emerging American countries under consideration. All banks selected for our analysis are the largest capitalized from each country. All price series have been downloaded from Eikon Thompson Reuters. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} displays the names and ticker codes of the considered banks from developed and emerging America.Table 1Names and ticker codes of banks from developed and emerging America.Stock codes of banks in developed AmericaStock names of banks in developed AmericaStock codes of banks in emerging AmericaStock names of banks in emerging AmericaJPMJP Morgan ChaseBBAS3Banco do BrasilBRKaBerkshire HathawayBBDC4Banco BradescoBACBank of AmericaSANB4Banco Santander BrasilWFCWells FargoBSANTANDERBanco Santander ChileCCitigroupCHILEBanco de ChileGSGoldman SachsBCIBanco de Credito e InversionesMSMorgan StanleyGFNORTEOGrupo Financiero BanorteRYRoyal Bank of CanadaGFINBUROGrupo Finaciero InbursaTDToronto-Dominion BankBBOBanco de BogotaBMOBank of MontrealBICBancolombiaBNSBank of Nova ScotiaDVI_pBanco DaviviendaCMCanadian Imperial Bank of CommerceCREDITC1Banco de Credito del PeruNANational Bank of CanadaBBVAC1Banco BBVA Peru[^1]

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} displays descriptive statistics for the bank returns and other variables considered. It can be observed that all banks' historical returns are in the range of zero. In developed America all banks' returns display negative skewness. In emerging America with the exception of the three banks from Brazil (BBAS3, BBDC4, SANB4) all other bank returns display negative skewness. All volatilities are in the range of zero for all banks from developed and emerging America. The kurtosis for all banks is positive and larger than 3 indicating the absence of the normal distribution. In terms of risk (standard deviation) and return trade-offs, the banks from emerging America appear to be the better choice.Table 2Descriptive statistics of the returns of banks from developed and emerging America.Stock Codes$\mu$$\sigma$$K$$\mathit{SK}$Banks from developed AmericaJPM0.00130.03405.3401−0.5113BRKa0.00150.02284.8011−0.2707BAC0.00030.04375.0516−0.2439WFC−0.00020.03326.9202−0.5303C−0.00010.04375.5986−0.4810GS−0.00010.03654.4152−0.1585MS0.00020.04484.6099−0.2719RY0.00000.02675.9713−0.2702TD0.00010.02615.1394−0.6145BMO−0.00060.028010.1751−1.4047BNS−0.00050.02706.0882−0.6283CM−0.00050.02747.9568−1.0217NA0.00020.03046.7010−0.9885Banks from emerging/Latin AmericaBBAS3−0.00060.06826.16070.2531BBDC4−0.00010.05355.79920.1279SANB40.00010.06073.96540.1198BSANTANDER−0.00030.03494.6446−0.2992CHILE0.00060.02965.8492−0.6229BCI0.00040.03675.0247−0.2452GFNORTEO0.00010.04785.4060−0.3280GFINBURO−0.00140.04383.9217−0.0928BBO−0.00020.03127.7990−0.9007BIC−0.00130.041914.6656−1.4992DVI_p−0.00100.038414.9766−1.6837CREDITC10.00220.03077.39030.8412BBVAC10.00090.03326.8313−0.0325State variablesFinancials index0.00010.02498.1209−0.9851WTI crude oil−0.00230.041116.1570−1.6918VIX17.00106.359919.82513.0239TED spread0.29480.11325.17541.1518T10Y3M1.74960.91302.6360−0.3150[^2]

5. Empirical results {#s0040}
====================

5.1. Spillover index results {#s0045}
----------------------------

[Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} displays the spillovers among banks from emerging America. It can be observed that the largest spillover transmitters and receivers are the banks from Brazil, followed by the banks from Chile. Spillovers between pairs of emerging market banks are larger between banks from the same country, compared with banks from different countries. Specifically, the Banco do Brasil (BBAS3) largely spillovers on Banco Bradesco (BBDC4) from the same country (34.90, 34.88), with the spillover transmission of the former bank being slightly larger than its spillover reception from the latter bank. Banco Santander Chile (BSANTANDER) largely spillovers on Banco de Chile (CHILE) (17.43, 17.13) and Banco de Credito e Inversiones (BCI) (13.50, 12.43) from the same country, with its spillover transmission to both banks being slightly larger than its spillover reception from them. Grupo Financiero Banorte (GFNORTEO) from Mexico also largely spillovers on Grupo Financiero Inbursa (GFINBURO) (11.94, 12.00) from the same country, with its spillover transmission being smaller than its spillover reception from the latter bank. The largest spillovers between banks across different countries occur between CHILE**-**CREDITC1 (0.67, 0.22) from Chile and Peru, respectively, with the spillover transmission of the Chilean bank being larger than its spillover reception from the Peruvian bank; between BBO- BBVAC1 (0.64, 0.59) from Colombia and Peru, respectively, with the spillover transmission of the Colombian bank being larger than its spillover reception from the Peruvian bank; between BSANTANDER- BBVAC1 (0.61, 0.03), from Chile and Peru, respectively, with the spillover transmission of the Chilean bank with much larger than its spillover reception from the Peruvian bank; and between BIC-BBVAC1 (0.58, 0.43) from Colombia and Peru, respectively, with the spillover transmission of the Colombian bank being larger than its spillover reception from the Peruvian bank. Accordingly, the largest spillovers between banks across countries in emerging America take place between the banks from Chile and Colombia, and those from Peru, with the banks from the latter country being stronger receivers of spillovers than transmitters. On the contrary, the smallest spillovers across banks from emerging America happen between the Mexican and Colombian banks, specifically between GFNORTEO-BBO (0.03, 0.59), from Mexico and Colombia, respectively, with the spillover transmission of the Mexican bank being much smaller than its spillover reception from the Colombian bank; and between GFNORTEO-BIC (0.04, 0.12), with the spillover transmission of the Mexican bank being much smaller than its spillover reception from the Colombian bank. A comparison of spillover transmission and reception patterns between banks from emerging America and those from developed America reveals that spillovers among banks from emerging America are noticeably smaller.Table 3Spillover index among banks from emerging America.BBAS3BBDC4SANB4BSANTANDERCHILEBCIGFNORTEOGFINBUROBBOBICDVI_pCREDITC1BBVAC1FromBBAS362.1834.881.150.260.190.110.250.270.090.130.200.190.1337.8BBDC434.9062.351.340.290.210.070.060.120.060.190.120.190.0937.7SANB42.363.4491.280.160.240.350.410.370.360.150.230.070.588.7BSANTANDER0.200.220.1569.1417.1312.430.060.070.200.260.070.040.0330.9CHILE0.180.180.1217.4369.8911.460.080.190.040.120.070.220.0330.1BCI0.360.390.0713.5012.4071.990.120.120.130.120.140.230.4328.0GFNORTEO0.150.350.120.060.160.1285.7412.000.590.050.160.210.2914.3GFINBURO0.100.250.170.290.160.1511.9485.850.100.210.210.280.3014.2BBO0.120.220.290.290.130.070.030.1094.71.342.090.060.595.3BIC0.420.190.290.540.560.390.040.201.4389.595.840.090.4210.4DVI_p0.430.480.170.100.190.210.230.142.107.7087.070.220.9512.9CREDITC10.180.070.260.110.670.360.260.250.250.100.0897.050.363.0BBVAC10.240.140.300.610.180.450.310.280.640.580.350.2195.704.3TO39.740.84.433.632.226.113.814.16.010.99.62.04.2237.5ALL101.8103.195.7102.8102.198.199.599.9101.0100.596.699.099.918.3%Net1.93.1−4.32.72.1−1.9−0.5−0.10.70.5−3.3−1,0−0.1[^3]

The economic intuition behind the large spillovers between banks from the same country comes down to the higher level of cross bank transactions (i.e. daily transfers and deposits, overnight borrowing and lending, currency exchanges, trading, among others) and investment that normally take place between domestic or local banks. The largest spillovers identified between the banks from Chile and Colombia, and those from Peru can be explained mainly by three mechanism, the higher level of financial transactions and investment that occurs between the banks of those countries, the stronger penetration of domestic banks on foreign markets, and the higher level of trade between the economies of those banks' countries. Furthermore, the larger size of spillovers between banks from developed America than between banks from emerging America can be explained by the proximity of the USA and Canadian economies and their trade linkages which are large. In this regard, Canada is the second largest trading partner of the USA. This type of strong trading partnership does not occur between economies from emerging America. Hence, we would expect more and larger size financial transactions (i.e. daily transfers and deposits, overnight borrowing and lending, currency exchanges, trading, among others) taking place between banks from the USA and Canada than between banks from emerging America.

[Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} displays the spillovers among the banks from developed America. It can be observed that the largest spillover transmitters and receivers are the largest banks from the U.S, and not those from Canada. Here again, the largest spillovers occur between banks from the same country. Regarding spillovers between pairs of banks, the most pronounced occur between JP Morgan Chase (JPM) and the rest of the U.S. banks, with the spillover transmission of the former bank being larger than its spillover reception from all of the other banks. The banks receiving the largest spillovers from JP Morgan Chase (JPM) are Citigroup (C), Bank of America (BAC) and Goldman Sachs (GS). Spillovers occurring across banks from different countries are noticeable only between the Royal Bank of Canada (RY) and each of the U.S. banks, with the Canadian bank acting mainly as a large spillover receiver than as a transmitter. The U.S. banks that most largely spillover on the Royal Bank of Canada (RY) are Citigroup (C) and JP Morgan Chase (JPM). Other large spillovers between banks from the USA occur between BAC-C (14.00, 14.80), with the spillover transmission of BAC being smaller than its spillover reception; between GS-MS (14.06, 14.50), with the spillover transmission of GS being smaller than its spillover reception from MS; and between C-MS (13.86, 13.45), with the spillover transmission of C being lager than its spillover reception from MS. On the other hand, the smallest spillovers between banks from the USA take place between BRKa-BAC (8.51, 10.55), being the spillover transmission of BRKa smaller than its spillover reception from BAC; and between BRKa-C (8.47, 10.97), being the spillover transmission of BRKa smaller than its spillover reception from C. As to the banks from Canada, the largest spillovers occur between TD-BMO (16.21, 16.48), with the spillover transmission of TD being smaller than its spillover reception from BMO; and between TD-BNS (17.57, 17.73), being the spillover transmission of TD smaller than its spillover reception from BNS. The smallest spillovers between the banks from Canada take place between RY-TD (1.47, 0.09), being the spillover transmission of RY larger than its spillover reception from TD; and between RY-CM (1.86, 0.03), being the spillover transmission of RY larger than its spillover reception from CM. Lastly, the smallest spillovers between banks from the USA and those from Canada happen between BRKa-TD (0.25, 0.08), with the spillover transmission of BRKa being larger than its spillover reception from TD; and between BRKa-BNS (0.29, 0.05), being the spillover transmission of BRKa larger than its spillover reception from BNS.Table 4Spillover index for banks from developed America.JPMBRKaBACWFCCGSMSRYTDBMOBNSCMNAFromJPM18.979.4112.9112.0613.9712.7212.886.830.040.110.020.040.0481.0BRKa12.2724.7110.5511.9210.9711.0410.897.260.080.170.050.050.0575.3BAC13.688.5120.2511.4914.8011.8813.045.960.110.100.020.100.0479.7WFC13.4710.1812.1021.4812.6011.1911.457.340.010.100.020.030.0478.5C14.068.4714,0011.3219.1912.1713.457.020.070.100.020.080.0480.8GS13.569.1011.9610.7112.9020.1514.506.600.070.240.050.090.0679.9MS13.298.6512.6910.6213.8614.0619.706.650.060.190.040.100.0880.3RY10.828.658.7910.2011.049.7910.1930.080.090.170.080.030.0869.9TD0.740.250.820.730.610.650.451.4732.8416.4817.7315.4911.7367.2BMO1.210.641.171.341.231.140.962.3016.2132.0715.2314.2812.2167.9BNS0.750.290.770.750.770.610.521.8717.5715.2732.1315.1013.5967.9CM0.770.420.860.820.820.740.691.8616.0115.0815.9934.1111.8365.9NA1.190.651.061.231.221.040.862.9912.9413.7415.1412.5035.4464.6To95.865.287.783.294.887,089.958.163.361.864.457.949.8958.9All114.889.9107.9104.7114,0107.2109.688.296.193.896.592.085.273.8%Net14.8−10.18.04.714.07.19.6−11.8−3.9−6.1−3.5−8.0−14.8[^4]

As in the case of the banks from emerging America, the large spillovers between banks from the same country in developed America can be explained by the higher level of cross bank transactions and investment that commonly happens among domestic or local banks. On the other hand, the larger size of the spillovers between banks from the USA compared to the spillovers between banks from Canada could be explained by the stronger network and flow of transactions (i.e. daily transfers and deposits, overnight borrowing and lending, currency exchanges, trading, among others), as well as the size of those transactions, taking place between banks from the USA, relative to those taking place between banks from Canada. The USA economy is significantly much larger than the Canadian economy. The leading role of JP Morgan Chase (JPM) as spillover transmitter on all other US banks considered is no surprise as this bank is the largest in the USA in terms of total assets. Accordingly, most banks from the USA must have strong links through financial transactions and trading with JP Morgan Chase. The implication of this finding is that JPM is in a position to more easily trigger systemic risk in the USA financial sector and in the economy as a consequence. The largest spillovers identified between the USA banks and the Royal Bank of Canada (RY) can also be explained by the higher number and larger size of financial transactions the RY has with the USA banks, relative to other smaller banks from Canada. In this respect, it should be noted that RY is the largest bank in Canada in terms of total assets, making it very attractive to USA banks for investment, trading and borrowing, while having the most assets to make the largest transactions with USA banks. The largest and smallest spillovers between pairs of banks from the USA, and between pairs of banks from Canada can be understood in the light of the above rationale.

[Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} displays the spillovers occurring between banks from emerging America and the MSCI ACWI Financials Index. The banks from emerging America that most largely spillover on the financial index are Bancolombia (BIC), followed by Grupo Financiero Banorte (GFNORTEO) from Mexico, and Banco Santander Chile (BSANTANDER). On the other hand, the banks receiving the largest spillovers from the MSCI ACWI Financials Index are Banco Davivienda (DIV_p) from Colombia, followed by Banco BBVA Peru (BBVAC1), and Banco Santander Chile (BSANTANDER). [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} displays the spillovers occurring between the banks from developed America and the MSCI ACWI Financials Index. The banks from developed America that most largely spillover on the financial index are the banks from the U.S., specifically Morgan Stanley (MS), followed by Goldman Sachs (GS) and Bank of America (BAC). On the other hand, the banks receiving the largest spillovers from the MSCI ACWI Financials Index are the banks from Canada, specifically, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CM), followed by Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS), Bank of Montreal (BMO) and Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD). The largest spillovers exerted by the BIC, GFNORTEO and BSANTANDER banks from emerging America, and by the MS, GS and BAC banks from developed America, on the MSCI ACWI Financials Index could be explained by the fact that those banks are some of the largest (in terms of total assets) and have some of the largest financial transaction networks in the financial industry of emerging and developed America. Hence, when any of those banks is positively or negatively affected by local, regional or global market shocks their return and risk spillover ramifications are the strongest and the largest in the financial industry of the Americas.Table 5Spillover index across banks of emerging America with the MSCI ACWI Financials index.BBAS3BBDC4SANB4BSANTANDERCHILEBCIGFNORTEOGFINBUROBBOBICDVI_pCREDITC1BBVAC1MSCI_ACWI_FINFromBBAS362.1434.871.140.250.180.110.250.270.090.130.200.180.130.0637.9BBDC434.8862.281.330.280.210.070.070.120.060.190.120.190.090.1237.7SANB42.353.4391.210.160.240.350.410.360.360.160.230.070.590.098.80BSANTANDER0.200.220.1669.0417.0212.410.060.060.210.250.070.040.030.2331,0CHILE0.180.180.1217.3469.7811.460.080.190.040.120.070.220.030.2030.2BCI0.360.390.0713.4712.3871.870.120.120.120.120.140.230.430.1928.1GFNORTEO0.150.350.120.050.160.1385.6211.940.600.050.170.200.300.1714.4GFINBURO0.100.260.160.300.170.1411.8785.750.100.220.210.270.310.1514.2BBO0.120.210.280.290.130.060.030.0994.601.342.110.060.600.075.4BIC0.420.190.290.540.560.380.040.211.4389.535.790.090.420.1310.5DVI_p0.440.480.160.100.190.210.230.142.127.6486.790.210.930.3613.2CREDITC10.180.070.260.110.640.360.250.250.250.100.0896.870.360.223.1BBVAC10.250.140.310.610.190.430.320.290.650.570.350.2195.400.314.6MSCI_ACWI_FIN0.040.140.110.370.200.230.450.170.100.630.290.370.3396.573.4To39.740.94.533.932.226.314.214.26.111.59.82.44.52.3242.6All101.8103.295.7102.9102.098.299.8100.0101.0101.196.699.299.998.917.0%Net1.83.2−4.32.92.0−1.8−0.20.00.71.0−3.4−0.7−0.1−1.1[^5]Table 6Spillover index across banks of developed America with the MSCI ACWI Financials index.JPMBRKaBACWFCCGSMSRYTDBMOBNSCMNAMSCI_ACWI_FINFromJPM18.959.3912.9112.0813.9812.7112.866.820.040.110.020.040.040.0581.1BRKa12.2624.7010.5411.9110.9511.0110.877.260.090.170.050.050.050.1075.3BAC13.708.5120.2511.4714.8011.8713.055.950.110.100.020.100.040.0479.8WFC13.5010.1812.0721.4512.5811.1711.467.340.010.100.020.030.030.0578.5C14.088.4613.9911.3019.1712.1513.467.000.070.100.020.080.040.0680.8GS13.569.0811.9510.7012.8820.1414.516.590.070.240.050.090.060.0879.9MS13.288.6312.6910.6213.8814.0619.696.650.060.180.040.100.080.0380.3RY10.828.658.7710.2011.029.7710.2030.080.090.160.080.020.080.0769.9TD0.750.250.830.740.620.660.461.4832.8416.4217.6915.4511.680.1467.2BMO1.230.641.171.341.241.150.972.3116.1532.0615.1914.2512.160.1467.9BNS0.760.300.780.750.790.620.521.8917.5315.2332.1015.0413.550.1567.9CM0.780.430.870.820.830.750.701.8715.9415.0315.9234.1111.800.1665.9NA1.200.661.071.231.221.040.873.0112.8913.6915.1112.5035.390.1264.6MSCI_ACWI_FIN0.070.080.250.200.130.270.400.100.170.220.040.170.1697.732.3To96.065.387.983.494.987.290.358.263.261.764.357.949.81.2961.3All114.990.0108.1104.8114.1107.4110.088.396.193.896.492.085.298.969.0%Net14.9−10.08.14.914.17.310.0−11.7−4.0−6.2−3.6−8.0−14.8−1.1[^6]

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} displays the net-pairwise connectedness between banks from emerging America and the MSCI ACWI Financial Index. In Panel A it can be observed that Banco Bradesco (BBDC4) from Brazil largely spillovers on Banco Santander Brasil (SANB4). We also observe large spillovers from Bancolombia (BIC) to Banco Davivienda (DVI_p) of the same country. The Banco do Brazil (BBAS3) has medium size spillovers on Banco Santander Brasil (SANB4). Other moderate spillovers occur from Banco Santander Chile (BSANTANDER) and Banco de Chile (CHILE) to Banco de Credito e Inversiones (BCI) of the same country. According to Panel B, most of the banks from emerging America spillover only marginally on the MSCI ACWI Financial index. The largest spillovers between banks are similar to those observed in the network structure of Panel A.Fig. 1Net-pairwise connectedness among banks from emerging America. (a) Network structure among banks from emerging America (b) Network structure among banks from emerging America and the MSCI AWCI Financial index (MSCI_AWIC_FIN).

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} displays the net-pairwise connectedness among banks from developed America. From Panel A, it can be observed that Goldman Sachs (GS) largely spillovers on the Royal Bank of Canada (RY). In fact, the latter bank acts as large and moderate spillover receiver from all banks from the U.S. considered. Another bank that acts as a moderate spillover receiver from various banks of the U.S. is Berkshire Hathaway (BRKa). By contrast, JP Morgan Chase (JPM) acts as moderate spillover transmitter. In Panel B, in which the MSCI ACWI Financial index is included, it can be observed that most of the banks from developed America spillover onto the index only marginally. The most pronounced spillovers between banks occur similarly to those observed in the network structure of Panel A.Fig. 2Net-pairwise connectedness among banks from developed America. (a) Network structure among banks from developed America. b) Network structure among banks from developed America and the MSCI AWCI Financial index (MSCI_AWIC_FIN).

5.2. TENET analysis {#s0050}
-------------------

Following the TENET analysis of [@b0330], firstly, we calculate the Tail Event VaR of all banks. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} displays the log returns (black points) and estimated ${\hat{\mathit{CoVaR}}}^{TENET}$ (thicker blue line) for J.P Morgan Chase (JPM) and Banco do Brasil (BBAS3), respectively. Secondly, we perform the NETwork analysis based on the SIM with variable selection. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the time evolution of the total connectedness (solid blue line) and the averaged $\lambda$ values (dashed black line) of the CoVaR estimates for each ban group (developed market banks and emerging market banks), respectively. In the beginning of 2012, the total connectedness and average $\lambda$ values of developed market banks are higher than those of emerging market banks whereas, in the early 2020, both developed and emerging market bank groups show similar level of total connectedness and average $\lambda$ values. In particular, the total connectedness of the emerging market bank group is more intensified due to COVID-19 pandemic than its counterpart.Fig. 3Log returns and CoVaR estimates. Notes. Log returns (black points), $\hat{\mathit{VaR}}$ (thinner red line), ${\hat{\mathit{CoVaR}}}^{TENET}$ (thicker blue line), and ${\hat{\mathit{CoVaR}}}^{L}$ (thinner green line), $\tau = 0.05$, window size n = 48, T = 473. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4Total connectedness and average lambda. **a)**. Developed market banks. **b)**. Emerging market banks. Note: Total connectedness (solid blue line) and average lambda (dashed black line) of 13 banks from April 2, 2010 to March 20, 2020, $\tau = 0.05$, window size n = 48, T = 473. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In order to measure the risk channels and the relative role of each bank in the system network, we define three levels of connectedness: (i) the total connectedness of links; (ii) the total incoming links; (iii) the total outgoing links in the connectedness matrix. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the connectedness network of a weighted adjacency matrix in developed and emerging market banks, respectively. In [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}(a), we see two clustering bank groups: Canadian banks (left) and US banks (right). There are a lot of strong mutual connections, BAC and NA to other banks. The connectedness among banks from developed markets is stronger than that between banks from emerging markets. The weak connectedness of banks from emerging markets occurs sporadically in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}(b). We also find some pairs of mutual connections between BBAS3 and BBDC4, between BIC and DVL_p, and between BCI and CHILE. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} reports the rank of links for individual banks in developed and emerging markets, respectively. In developed market banks ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}(a)), BRKa has the highest rank of connections following by JPM, BAC, and WFC, while NA has the lowest contribution on connectedness. For BRKa, the strong incoming links come from MS, BAC, and C, the outgoing links go to MS, BAC, and JPM. In emerging market banks ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}(b)), we observe that BBDC4 is the largest contributor of incoming and out coming links. For example, BBDC4 received links from BBAS3, SANB4, and BCI and transmitted links to BBAS3, SANB4, BSANTANDER.Fig. 5Network representation of a weighted adjacency matrix. **a)**. Developed market banks. **b)**. Emerging market banks. Note: These elliptical network representations are of weighted adjacency matrices for the full sample from April 2, 2010 to March 20, 2020, $\tau = 0.05$, window size n = 48, T = 473.Table 7Banks ranking and top three links -- full sample.a). Developed market banksRankTickerReceived link fromTransmitted link to1BRKaMS, BAC, CMS,BAC,JPM2JPMBAC,MS,CBAC,C,MS3BACC,MS,GSMS,C,JPM4WFCBAC,C,MSBRKa, JPM, C5CBAC,MS,GSBAC,MS,JPM6RYNA.,BMO,BNSBMO,BNS,TD7TDBNS,NA.,CBNS,NA.,RY8MSBAC,C,GSGS,BAC,C9GSMS,BAC,CMS,C,BAC10BNSNA.,TD,RYNA.,TD,RY11BMONA.,RY,CNA.,RY,TD12CMNA.,RY,CBNS,NA.,BMO13NABNS,BMO,CCM,BMO,BNSb). Emerging market banksRankTickerReceived link fromTransmitted link to1BBDC4BBAS3,SANB4,BCIBBAS3,SANB4,BSANTANDER2SANB4BBDC4,BBAS3,BSANTANDERBBDC4,BBAS3,BIC3BBAS3BBDC4,SANB4,BSANTANDERBBDC4,SANB4,BIC4CREDITC1BBVAC1,BBAS3,BCIBBVAC1,SANB4,BCI5CHILEBSANTANDER,BCI,BBAS3BCI,BSANTANDER,BIC6GFNORTEOGFINBURO,SANB4,BICGFINBURO,SANB4,BBVAC17BSANTANDERBCI,CHILE,BBAS3BCI,CHILE,BIC8BICDVI_p,BBAS3,BSANTANDERDVI_p,BBO,BBVAC19BBODVI_p,BIC,BBAS3DVI_p,BIC,CREDITC110BCIBSANTANDER,CHILE,BBDC4BSANTANDER,CHILE,CREDITC111GFINBUROGFNORTEO,DVI_p,BBAS3GFNORTEO,DVI_p,SANB412BBVAC1CREDITC1,BBAS3,GFNORTEOCREDITC1,SANB4,DVI_p13DVI_pBIC,BBO,BBAS3BIC,BBO,CREDITC1[^7]

Next, we direct our attention to the impact of COVID-19 on the connectedness network in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} . Compared to [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}(a), we observe a weaker connectedness network in developed market banks ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(a)). Interestingly, there are uni- directional connections from JPM to BAC, from WFC to BAC, and from BAC to C, but not vice versa. We also find a couple of mutual connections between MS and C, and between BAC and C. In addition, in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(b) for emerging market banks there are a lot of weak mutual connections, BBAS3 and BBDC4, BBDC4 and SANB4, BSANTANDER and CHILE, BSANTANDER and BCI in emerging banks. In [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} we present the impact of COVID-19 on the rank of links in developed and emerging market banks. Unlike in [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, we observe fewer incoming and outcoming links, implying that the COVID-19 might cut off the complex links among developed and emerging market banks.Fig. 6Network representation of a weighted adjacency matrix on 21 February 2020 (COVID-19). **a)**. Developed market banks. **b)**. Emerging market banks. Note: These elliptical network representations are of weighted adjacency matrices for the February 21, 2020 (COVID-19 hit the markets), $\tau = 0.05$, window size n = 48.Table 8Banks ranking and top three links -- on 21 February 2020 (COVID-19).a). Developed market banksRankTickerReceived link fromTransmitted link to1BRKaMS2JPMBAC3BACJPM,WFC,CC,MS4WFCBAC5CBAC,MSMS,BAC6RYMS,TD7TDRYMS8MSGS,C,BRKaC,GS,BAC9GSMSMS10BNSBAC,MS11BMOMS,BAC12CMMS13NABAC,MSb). Emerging market banksRankTickerReceived link fromTransmitted link to1BBDC4BBAS3,SANB4,DVI_pBBAS3,SANB42SANB4BBDC4,DVI_p,BICBBDC4,BBAS33BBAS3BBDC4,BBVAC1,SANB4BBDC44CREDITC1BIC,GFINBURO,BBO5CHILEBCI,BSANTANDERBSANTANDER,BCI6GFNORTEODVI_p,BBVAC1GFINBURO,SANB47BSANTANDERCHILECHILE,BCI8BICBBO,CREDITC1,BBVAC1DVI_p,BCI,SANB49BBOCREDITC1,DVI_pBIC,DVI_p,BBDC410BCIBSANTANDER,CHILE,BICCHILE11GFINBUROCREDITC1,GFNORTEO,DVI_pSANB412BBVAC1DVI_pDVI_p,BBAS3,BIC13DVI_pBBO,BIC,BBVAC1SANB4,BBVAC1,BBDC4[^8]

5.3. Non-convex portfolio optimization results {#s0055}
----------------------------------------------

[Table 9](#t0045){ref-type="table"} displays results corresponding to the differential evolution optimization of the portfolios of banks from developed and emerging America. From the portfolio of banks from developed America*,* we observe that the largest risk contributors to total portfolio risk, for an equally weighted portfolio, are three of the largest banks from North America, namely, Morgan Stanley (MS), followed by Bank of America (BAC) and Citigroup (C). The banks contributing the least risk to total portfolio risk are three of the largest banks from Canada, namely, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CM), followed by the Bank of Montreal (BMO) and Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD). In general, it can be observed that the banks from the U.S., compared to those from Canada, contribute more risk to the portfolio. Additionally, a cross comparison between the optimal weights obtained for maximum risk contribution limit equal to 7.692%, and the risk contributions of each bank indicate that the largest amounts of financial resources are allocated to those banks that contribute the least risk to total portfolio risk. This result is observed for Canadian banks which are the least risk contributors among banks from developed America.Table 9Non-convex differential evolution optimization of bank portfolios from developed and emerging America.Bank codes for institutions in Developed AmericaOW Max-RC \< 7.692%RC-EWBank codes for institutions in Emerging AmericaOW Max-RC \< 7.692%RC-EW*Full sample period scenario (January 11, 2011 - January 10, 2019)*JPM4.86711.372BBAS33.88218.742BRKa8.2586.459BBDC45.22513.361BAC3.54814.739SANB43.41423.934WFC5.3859.819BSANTANDER7.9005.124C4.05714.275CHILE9.4354.038GS4.79911.561BCI7.9795.117MS3.68515.557GFNORTEO7.1996.122RY8.1816.408GFINBURO7.3326.016TD11.8281.890BBO10.4193.065BMO11.5181.869BIC7.9044.602BNS11.0152.082DVI_p9.1793.792CM11.8751.844CREDITC110.5932.451NA10.9852.124BBVAC19.5413.637[^9]

From the portfolio of banks from emerging America*,* we observe that the largest risk contributors to total portfolio risk are three banks from Brazil, namely, Banco Santander Brasil (SANB4), Banco do Brasil (BBAS3) and Banco Bradesco (BBDC4). Those contributing the least risk to total portfolio risk are Banco de Credito del Peru (CREDITC1), followed by Banco de Bogota (BBO) and Banco BBVA Peru (BBVAC1). For this category of banks also the largest amounts of financial resources are allocated to banks that contribute the least risk to total portfolio risk. Compared with banks from developed America, the risk contribution values for banks from emerging America are larger.

[Table 10](#t0050){ref-type="table"} displays the CVaR portfolio optimization results. A broad analysis of the concentration of financial resources in both portfolios, for developed and emerging America, indicates that in the portfolio of developed banks from America, financial resources are allocated to a few banks. In the portfolio of banks from emerging America, financial resources are allocated across a larger number of banks. This information implies that the portfolio of banks from emerging America offers greater diversification potential. This portfolio also has a lower total CVaR value, implying that it is more desirable for investment compared to the portfolio of banks from developed America.Table 10CVaR optimization of bank portfolios from developed and emerging America.Bank codes for institutions in Developed AmericaCVaR optimization weightsBank codes for institutions in Emerging AmericaCVaR optimization weights*Full sample period scenario (January 11, 2011 - January 10, 2019) (target return: 1.98%)*JPM0BBAS31.67BRKa12.00BBDC41.42BAC0SANB40WFC0BSANTANDER14.02C0CHILE12.35GS1.23BCI5.67MS0GFNORTEO4.48RY21.98GFINBURO9.06TD0BBO17.31BMO19.66BIC10.38BNS16.80DVI_p10.14CM28.33CREDITC15.76NA0BBVAC17.73**P.CVaR: 1.496P.CVaR: 1.153**

In developed America*,* the banks most preferred for investment are those from Canada, namely, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CM), the Royal Bank of Canada (RY), the Bank of Montreal (BMO), and the Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS). Most U.S. banks are allocated zero financial resources. The exception is Berkshire Hathaway (BRKa). In emerging America*,* the banks preferred for investment are those from Chile, followed by those from Colombia. Specifically, Banco Santander Chile (BSANTANDER), Banco de Chile (CHILE), Banco de Bogota (BBO), Bancolombia (BIC), and Banco Davivienda (DVI_p) are identified.

6. Conclusion {#s0060}
=============

Understanding the interdependence among banks from the same country and from the same region of the world is of importance to portfolio investors and risk managers because investment strategy and diversification are dependent on banks being spillover transmitters or spillover receivers. Motivated by the importance of understanding banks interdependence this study examines the network structure of spillovers, the portfolio allocation characteristics and diversification potential of bank returns from developed and emerging America. We draw our empirical results by applying a directional spillover index, the tail-event driven network (TENET) and nonlinear portfolio optimization methods on bank returns. The obtained empirical results indicate that the spillovers and connectedness among banks from emerging America are noticeably smaller than those among banks from developed America. The largest emerging market spillover transmitters and receivers are the banks from Brazil, followed by the banks from Chile. The largest developed market spillover transmitter is JP Morgan Chase. The connectedness among banks from developed America is dominated by the banks from the USA, relative to those from Canada. The total connectedness of the emerging market banks is more intensified than that of the banks from developed America due to the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic. The portfolio optimization shows that in developed America, the largest banks from the USA are the largest risk contributors to total portfolio risk, whereas the banks from Canada contribute the least risk. In emerging America, the banks from Brazil contribute the most risk to total portfolio risk while the banks from Peru and one bank from Colombia contribute the least risk. The portfolio of banks from emerging America offers greater diversification potential and lower total portfolio allocation risk.

The implications of the results suggest that banks from developed and emerging America with the largest risk contribution should be taken with caution when constructing investable portfolios and designing investment strategy. The low diversification potential exhibited by the portfolios of banks from developed America calls for investors interested in the banking sector to broaden their investment horizon in relation to which countries and economic sectors to invest in. Banks from emerging and developed America with the largest spillovers could serve as performance benchmarks for banks that act as spillover receivers. Accordingly, our study appeals to portfolio investors and risk managers who are in search of diversification benefits and risk hedging advantages in the domain of the banking sector.
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[^1]: Notes: This table displays the ticker codes and names of banks from developed and emerging America considered. Banks from developed America correspond to those operating in the U.S. and Canada and banks from emerging America correspond to those operating in Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Colombia and Peru

[^2]: Note: Abbreviations$\mu$, $\sigma$, $K$ and $\mathit{SK}$ denote the mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and skewness. The WTI abbreviation means Western Texas Intermediate, while VIX is the implied CBOE volatility index. The TED spread is the difference between the 3-month treasury bill and the 3-month LIBOR based in US dollars. The T10Y3M represents the 10-year treasury constant maturity minus 3-month treasury constant maturity.

[^3]: Notes: The table displays the spillovers occurring between banks from emerging America. The columns display the spillover transmission of each bank to other banks ("TO") while the rows display the spillover reception of each bank from other banks ("FROM").

[^4]: Notes: The table displays the spillovers occurring between banks from developed America. The columns display the spillover transmission of each bank to other banks ("TO") and the rows display the spillover reception of each bank from other banks ("FROM").

[^5]: Notes: The table displays the spillovers occurring between the banks from emerging America and the MSCI ACWI Financials index. The columns display the spillover transmission of each bank to other banks ("TO") and the rows display the spillover reception of each bank from other banks ("FROM").

[^6]: Notes: The table displays the spillovers occurring between the banks from developed America and the MSCI ACWI Financials index. The columns display the spillover transmission of each bank to other banks ("TO") and the rows display the spillover reception of each bank from other banks ("FROM").

[^7]: Note: The banks are ranked according to market capitalization (MC). The received links from other banks and transmitted links to other banks are shown. Only the first three most influential banks are listed for each ticker, n = 48, T = 473.

[^8]: Note. The banks are ranked according to market capitalization (MC). The received links from other banks and transmitted links to other banks are shown. Only the first three most influential banks are listed for each ticker, n = 48.

[^9]: Note: Abbreviations "OW Max-RC" and "RC-EW" stand for optimal weights subject to maximum risk contributions and to the risk contributions of an equally weighted portfolio.
